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Abstract— Honeypot Technology has been widely used to 

overcome the limitations of existing technologies like 

firewall, Intrusion detection system (IDS), Intrusion 

prevention system (IPS), antivirus etc. These systems can 

detect several known attacks but are not able to find out 

unknown attacks. This paper discus the Honeypot 

technology according to its implementation in an academic 

environment and present the experimental result, which 

successfully improves the performance of the security 

system used in an academic environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today with the help of internet it has become very easy to 

communicate with the whole world. To detect threats and 

security breaches it is important to be up-to-date with the 

hacker’s innovation. Various security defense systems were 

used but they could not detect attacks inside an organization 

network [13]. Also they could not recognize the new 

attacks.To overcome these problems Honeypot technology 

was introduced. 

“Honeypots can be defined as the attractive defence 

resource placed inside a network that attracts the attackers 

towards it, with the actual intention to capture new attacks 

and learn the tools and techniques used by them”[11]. 

II. BACKGROUND 

The strength of good security is to have security in depth. 

Honeypot complements other types of security, without 

replacing them. It is used as part of a comprehensive 

security policy and adds an additional layer of protection to 

detect security breaches that may not be identified by other 

means. 

A. Firewall 

A firewall prevents access by blocking connections 

according to a rule base. A hacker attacking a network 

protected by a firewall will be prevented from even 

identifying the services that are running. Honeypot however, 

allows connection but sends a back a response in case of 

attack [1]. 

B. Anti-Virus Software  

Anti-Virus software uses a signature database to identify 

known viruses, Trojans and worms. It examines hard disk or 

the contents of email attachments to identify malware. 

Honeypot detects the actions performed by malware and are 

reported immediately. Another advantage of Honeypot is 

that it is effective at detecting new viruses that have not yet 

been added to the anti-virus signature database by anti-virus 

software vendors [1].  

 

C. Network based intrusion detection systems (NIDS)  

NIDS perform the task of monitoring the traffic on the 

network looking for known attack patterns within the data 

being transferred. Because NIDS also rely on the signature 

database techniques as anti-virus software they suffer the 

same problems with new attack patterns. They can also 

wrongly identify legitimate traffic as suspicious. Often the 

false positives can overwhelm the reporting of genuine 

attacks.  

Honeypot also contains a signature database to 

identify know attacks, but it is not dependent on this to 

detect an attack [1].  

D. Honeypot 

The main value of Honeypot lies on being attacked so that 

the administrator can study their attackers and kinds of 

attacks. Therefore it can be said that Honeypot is a tool that 

study the world of internet security, to identify the various 

threats and vulnerabilities. From the introduction, we know 

that the main objective of the Honeypot is to collect 

information. Honeypot can be used for two reasons for a 

production or research purposes. The production Honeypot 

measures the existing network vulnerability with outside 

threat and a research, studies the attackers so that they can 

be better equipped for the future attacks.  

The main aim of Honeypot is:  to know who our 

enemy is. If follows the saying again best defense to our 

security is to have best offense. The more one is aware of 

the current security issues, the more one get secured. The 

other aspect of the Honeypot is we don’t have to go around 

hackers’ computer to look for the information; the hacker 

himself comes to us [3]. 

III. PROPOSED APPROACH 

The approach for practical implementation will be to 

implement a windows based Honeypot system in the college 

network. I will be using KFsensor for this. This would be 

done in two phases. In first phase KFsensor will be 

implemented in a wired network. Then in second phase it 

will be implemented in a wireless network. After both the 

implementations the result obtained from both the phases 

will be analyzed for a comparative study. 

 
Fig. 1: Proposed approach work architecture 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

A. Phase 1 

KFsensor was implemented in Local Area network (LAN) 

of college .KFsensor was implemented in a system with 

windows 8.1 and was used as Honeypot. A simple ping 

operation was performed followed by a continuous ping 

operation using –t command. Following was the result found 

after completion of both operations. 

 
Fig. 2: A Simple Ping Operation in Wired Network 

 
Fig. 3: A Continuous Ping Operation in Wired Network 

Type of 

Service 

Name of 

service 

 

Protocol Severity Icon 

Connection 

NBT 

datagram 

service 

UDP Low  

Connection DHCP UDP Low  
Native 

Connection 
DHCP Client UDP Low  

DOS Attack DOS Attack ICMP Low  

ICMP Ping 
ICMP Echo 

Request 
ICMP Medium  

Closed Port UDP Packet UDP High  
Table 1: A Table of KF Sensor Log Study for Wired 

Network 

B. Phase 2 

KFsensor was implemented in wireless network (Wi-Fi) of 

college .KFsensor was implemented in a system with 

windows 8.1 and was used as Honeypot. A simple ping 

operation between two laptops was performed .Following 

was the result found after completion of the operation.   

 

 
Fig. 4: A Simple Ping Operation in Wi-Fi Network 
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Protocol Severity Icon 

Connection 

NBT 

datagram 

service 

UDP Low  

Connection DHCP UDP Low  
Native 

Connection 
DHCP Client UDP Low  

DOS Attack DOS Attack ICMP Low  

ICMP Ping 
ICMP Echo 

Request 
ICMP Medium  

Native 

Connection 
NBT SMB TCP Medium  

Connection Echo TCP Medium  

Connection 
Dropbox 

LAN Sync 
UDP Medium  

Closed Port UDP Packet UDP High  

Closed Port 
TCP Closed 

Port 
TCP High  

Closed Port 
TCP Syn 

Scan 
TCP High  

Table 2: A Table of KF Sensor Log Study for Wireless 

Network 

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The objective of this research is to remedy the limitations of 

the existing security tools by implementing KFsensor in a 

wired and wireless network. The proposed approach shows 

better durability, efficiency for better network security. With 

the wide use of honeypot technology attackers always try to 

follow the track which is not a honeypot. Because now they 

know, they can be easily detected. Issues must be focussed 

in the future about how to secure our systems with the 

hacker’s new innovations from causing harm and damage to 

the network security. 
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